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Director’s
Letter

“Art is too important not to share.”
Romero Britto
Born 1963
Brazilian sculptor and painter

Dear Member,
We’ve got a lot to be proud of these days. The cover of the August 22–28 issue of The
Birmingham Times was devoted to the BMA, containing not one but five separate articles highlighting our exhibitions and programs, and the ways we engage visitors and serve our community.
That same week, Birmingham Magazine announced the results of its annual “Best of Birmingham”
poll. From a formidable field of finalists—including Barber Motorsports Park, the Birmingham
Civil Rights Institute, McWane Science Center, and Vulcan Park & Museum—readers selected
the Birmingham Museum of Art as the city’s best museum.
Attendance to our programs and exhibitions continues to burgeon. This summer, Art On The
Rocks—now in its 15th season—drew 5,115 guests, a four-year high. In September, our Harry
Potter-themed Art After 5 (AA5) was one for the record books, drawing 1,089 visitors, a 427%
Above:@grahamboettcher posing in the interactive gallery for visitors as part of Ways of Seeing: Portraits

increase in our average September attendance for the event. The previous AA5 attendance record was held by the Game of Thrones event this past March, which brought in a crowd of 450.
I am also pleased to share the news that 12,792 people visited the Museum this August, 1,133

Right: Hugh Kaul Curator of Contemporary Art Hallie Ringle gives
a tour of Celestia Morgan: REDLINE to Museum staff.

more than last year. Of these, 5,026 visitors came through Barbie: Dreaming of Female Future
during its first three weeks. This exhibition—which takes a critical look at this American icon on
the occasion of her 60th anniversary—has proven to be a major hit with the public, and will re-

Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC), a government-sponsored mortgage corporation, which in

main open through January 26, 2020.

the 1930s began to use color-coded maps of American cities to assess credit-worthiness, out-

On September 28, we opened Black Out: Silhouettes Then and Now. Organized by the

lining black neighborhoods with red lines to indicate they were “hazardous” to potential lenders.

National Portrait Gallery in Washington, we have the privilege of being the third and final venue

Morgan juxtaposes the silhouette-like boundaries of redlined neighborhoods against a vast blue

of this major exhibition, our presentation of which was made possible with support from the

sky, explaining “Throughout life, many people find themselves contained or restricted. There is a

Jack Warner Foundation, in memory of the legendary collector of American art Jack Warner

saying, ‘The sky is the limit to what you can have,’ and in the sky, there are no borders.”

of Tuscaloosa, who passed away in 2017. Black Out examines the history and various social

At the Birmingham Museum of Art, we constantly strive to expand the horizons of our visitors

and political contexts of silhouettes as a popular art form, considering examples from the late

by offering innovative exhibitions, programs, and educational opportunities. With such an incred-

18th-century to the present day. Edward Rothstein of the Wall Street Journal, who referred to

ible team of dedicated and creative professionals working to give our community unique and

the exhibition as “remarkable” and “fascinating,” writes “this exhibition demonstrates that [silhou-

meaningful experiences, I truly feel like the sky’s the limit. However, in order to keep going above

ettes] should not be underestimated; they too cast shadows, and in this show we start to see

and beyond, we need your help. In the coming weeks, you will receive an appeal for our annual

their long political and aesthetic reach.” Black Out will remain on view through January 12, 2020.

fund, which provides critical support for the Museum’s operations, including our commitment to

Concurrent with Black Out, from October 5, 2019 through February 16, 2020, we are pleased

free admission. Please consider making us part of your year-end giving plans, and join us as we

to present Celestia Morgan: REDLINE, a recent major body of work by the Birmingham pho-

continue to reach new heights.

tographer Celestia Morgan, which is presented through the generous support of The LumpkinBoccuzzi Family. Consisting of 25 photographs and five sculptures, the series—which the

Yours in art,

Museum was able to acquire in its entirety thanks to the generous support of the Sperling Family
Charitable Foundation in memory of David and Natalie Sperling—examines the historical practice of “redlining” as a means of racial housing discrimination in Birmingham, which has had lasting repercussions on our city. The Encyclopedia of Chicago defines “redlining” as “the practice

4

of arbitrarily denying or limiting financial services to specific neighborhoods, generally because

Graham C. Boettcher, Ph.D.

its residents are people of color or are poor.” It takes its name from the maps used by the Home

The R. Hugh Daniel Director
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Celestia Morgan

REDLINE

October 5 · 2019 – February 16 · 2020 · Pizitz Galleries

Postal Map of the City of Birmingham, Alabama (Reproduction),
May 1933, A. J. Hawkins, American, Born Birmingham, Alabama
1886, Died Birmingham, Alabama 1979; Courtesy of the National
Archives, Cartographic Branch
Interstate 20/59 #1, from the series “REDLINE,” 2017, archival
pigment print, Celestia Morgan, American, born 1981; Museum
purchase with funds provided by the Sperling Family Charitable
Foundation in memory of David and Natalie Sperling, T.2019.61

C

elestia Morgan: REDLINE presents a series of photographs and small sculptures by artist
Celestia Morgan that explore redlining in Birmingham, Alabama. Beginning in the 1930s,

the Federal Housing Administration systematically denied mortgages to prospective homeowners in order to prevent residents from building wealth on the basis of race, religion, and immigration status. This practice of housing discrimination was called redlining after the red lines drawn
by banks and government officials on housing maps and disproportionately affected Black,
Latinx, and Jewish residents. These red lines designated African American or Latinx neighborhoods and singled them out as “undesirable” for investment. Birmingham-based artist Morgan
was raised and currently lives in neighborhoods that were once redlined, inspiring her three-part
series that examines the practice through photographs of houses, silhouettes of neighborhoods,
and images of the interstate that divides this city.

6
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Southtown, from the series “REDLINE,” 2016, archival pigment
print, Celestia Morgan, American, born 1981; Museum purchase
with funds provided by the Sperling Family Charitable Foundation
in memory of David and Natalie Sperling, T.2019.57
Southtown, from the series "REDLINE," 2017, archival pigment
print, Celestia Morgan, American, born 1981; Museum purchase
with funds provided by the Sperling Family Charitable Foundation
in memory of David and Natalie Sperling, T.2019.47

In her sky photographs, Morgan places the silhouettes of Birmingham

Though redlining officially came to an end in 1968 with the passage of the Fair Housing Act, its im-

neighborhoods redlined in the 1933 Home Owners’ Loan Corporation map

pact continues to perpetuate the racial income gap in the United States. Homeownership is a primary

against photographs of idyllic blue skies. Using the familiar idiom “the sky's the

way to build wealth, yet discriminatory lending practices still exist in the US today and still fewer resourc-

limit,” Morgan critically examines the role of redlining in stifling the economic

es continue to be directed toward low-income neighborhoods.

and social aspirations of those communities.

Celestia Morgan was born in Birmingham, Alabama, in 1981 and continues to live and work locally.

Morgan's photographs of Birmingham houses show some of the homes with

She earned her BFA in photography from the University of Alabama at Birmingham in 2012 and her

dignity, seeing both the value in the structures themselves and the worthiness

MFA from the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa in 2017. Morgan’s work is in the permanent collec-

of those who live in them. In other works, we see the effects of redlining on the

tion of numerous museums including Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art and the Birmingham

inhabitants of the homes, whose presence is implied through materials piled

Museum of Art.

after an eviction. When seen alongside her photographs of Interstate 20/59,
these photographs of Birmingham homes make visible how urban planning
continues the city's history of redlining. Originally designed to physically sep-
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arate neighborhoods in northern Birmingham from the resources of central

Celestia Morgan: REDLINE is presented by The Lumpkin-Boccuzzi Family. Additional support is provided

and south Birmingham, the interstate is now being rebuilt at a higher elevation

by Dr. Graham C. Boettcher, Rebecca and Jack Drake, the Sperling Family Charitable Foundation in

to encourage traffic flow to the city's center. Here its monumental presence

memory of David and Natalie Sperling, the City of Birmingham, the Alabama State Council on the Arts,

looms over Birmingham neighborhoods and homes.

and the National Endowment for the Arts.

Art + Exhibitions
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T

housands of Museum visitors have
experienced Barbie: Dreaming of a

Female Future since the exhibition opened
on August 10. It offers a reimagined, modern dream house in a 740-square-foot
gallery, complete with colorful furniture
and whimsical wallpaper in picture-per-

What was your relationship to Barbie grow-

Studio
BOCA

fect shades of pink. By taking the place of
Barbie in her home, visitors can consider

Q+A

ways in which she may have impacted their
perceptions of self.

Through January 26 · 2020 · Arrington Gallery

Barbie and some really cool vintage items
for her. Then of course we had Barbies, too,
but we never had a dream house. I wonder
if you will be able to recognize that when
just used Barbie as a vehicle for role playing our fantasies of what we wanted to be
when we ascended from girls to WOMEN.
Barbie was just this exemplar of the unfet-

To bring the space to life, Curator of

Dreaming of a
Female Future

KTB: Our grandmother had the original

you see the exhibition? Anyway, we really

their own relationship with the doll and the

Barbie

ing up?

tered career woman and in that sense she

Contemporary Art Hallie Ringle partnered

school, and then worked as a residential ar-

was super appealing to us. There was this

with architect Kate Taylor Boehm and inte-

chitect for a while, and Kirby worked as a

rush you got when you picked up a Barbie

rior designer Kirby Caldwell, cofounders of

designer in New York and ended up as an

and the fantasies just started rolling in. She

Studio BOCA. They furnished the dream

interior designer at the Soho House. By the

was going to grab her purse, head out the

house with objects created by women art-

time we had gained that level of experience,

door, make a few dozen phone calls on the

ists and makers, honoring the process of

we were ready to start our own business.

way to work, boss some men around, and

female creativity and imagination.

We really wanted to craft a perspective

generally get things done. Whip the corpo-

Barbie: Dreaming of a Female Future is on

and use it to gather our own unique client

rate world into shape! Then she was going

view through January 26, 2020, so if you

base. We wanted to be able to say no to

to head to the beach and have a party with

haven’t yet seen it, don’t worry. There’s plen-

certain things, and we also wanted to say

her girlfriends. I mean, in many ways I still

ty of time to plan your visit. In the meantime,

a lot of ‘yes, and …..’. It’s been an amazing

strive for that life!

check out our interview with Kate Taylor

experience. We work a lot. We may need a

Boehm to learn more.

vacation.

Did you feel a connection to this project
that compelled you to participate?
KTB: Absolutely. Just the mention of Barbie

Tell us about Studio BOCA and how you

B
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came to be.

Kirby Caldwell and Kate Taylor Boehm, founders of Studio BOCA.
Photo by Sara-Anne Waggoner.

takes me back to sitting on our bedroom

arbie: Dreaming of a Female Future takes a critical look at Barbie on the occasion of her

Kate Taylor Boehm: Studio BOCA is a

60th anniversary. In the past six decades, Barbie’s many careers and enduring indepen-

team of two sisters. To be honest we had

phones and our cats, pretending to have our

dence have influenced the dreams and imaginations of young people around the world. At the

a dream of owning our own business to-

own design firm. This project brought every-

floor with our pencils and paper, our fake

same time, her impossible appearance and physique promoted narrow and unattainable body

gether since we were little girls. We were

thing full circle in the most powerful and re-

ideals. This exhibition offers an immersive experience where visitors can explore their relation-

always operating in the realm of design in

warding way. It makes me so happy.

ship with Barbie through a reimagined dreamhouse.

the sense that we were always operating in

The works in the exhibition represent artists’ interpretations of Barbie and are presented as

a world that we elaborately constructed with

Barbie has been around for 60 years now,

part of this life-size dreamhouse. Sheila Pree Bright’s photography examines the limited stan-

our imaginations. Also, our parents renovat-

but this is definitely a modern interpretation

dards of beauty that Barbie represents. Lauren Kelley’s video creates narratives for Barbie as

ed numerous houses throughout our child-

of a dream house. Why was it important to

she explores racial identity through a series of vignettes that are at once humorous, absurd, and

hood and did a lot of the work themselves,

make it so?

mundane. The dreamhouse itself, titled Barbie: Dreaming of a Female Future, is created by artists

so we had tons of exposure to the power

KTB: Well, the Barbie Dreamhouse has

and interior architects Studio Boca and is furnished with objects created by women artists and

of transforming our physical environment

been through a lot of iterations. It’s always

makers that bring the space to life.

through design. We would always be run-

been a product marketed primarily to fe-

In taking the place of Barbie in her home, visitors can consider their own relationship with the

ning around on job sites getting super dirty.

males, so in designing this dream house

doll and the ways in which she may have impacted their perceptions of self. The dreamhouse

Our mom was a really fearless decorator,

we wanted to create a space that’s not just

highlights the importance of imagination and functions as a welcoming space, one where every-

too. Hello pedestal sinks shaped like sea-

meant to spark the interest of females, but

one—people of all genders, sexualities, and identities—can come to dream of a female future.

shells! So I eventually went to architecture

that was actually created by females. One

Art + Exhibitions
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hundred percent of the design elements in

What do you hope visitors will take away

have my own business and be able to say

this space were created by women design-

from their dream house experience?

hey, I’m bringing my tiny baby to work, to a

ers from women owned businesses. Design

KTB: We really hope that people experi-

meeting, to site visits. I’ve breastfed in so

culture is awesome because most of the

ence that same jolt of imagination, empow-

many offices I can’t even tell you. All my cli-

time the work is allowed to speak for itself.

erment, and freedom to dream that Barbie

ents have watched my kids grow up. I want

This really minimizes opportunities for sex-

gives to so many kids. We hope they pose in

to make a bumper sticker that says ‘A baby

ism to creep in. We love being a part of this

the dream house and get someone to snap

in every meeting.’ But I want that freedom

world because there are so many women

a picture of them looking incredibly fabulous,

and confidence for everyone. I really hope

who are seen as total titans, just idols. We

surrounded by the work of talented women.

that workplaces become more flexible so

thought what better way to build a dream
house than to bring in the work of these
women.
You worked with all women designers, makers, and business owners to furnish the
dream house. Tell us about the experience

Ways of Seeing

of bringing all of these talents into one

Portraits

space.
KTB: Oh my gosh, it’s been incredible. We
basically started the design process by
making a list of all our favorite designers

Through March 8 · 2020
Bohorfoush Gallery

and then began reaching out to them. We
explained that we were doing a modern
take of a Barbie dream house and we wanted it to be 100% women designed, and it

Silhouette of Dixon Hall Lewis, 1845, lithograph, Edmund Burke
Kellogg; Collection of the Art Fund, Inc. at the Birmingham
Museum of Art; Gift from the collection of Dr. and Mrs. David A.
Skier, AFI.79.2014

was really fun to see who the project struck
a chord with and who came on board. There
is some incredible work in this exhibition. To
me, these pieces of design work are a literal
representation of these designers’ dreams—

We hope they take that photo and look at it

that the world doesn’t miss out on the con-

their ideas and hard work—coming true.

every day and feel inspired and empowered

tributions of mothers. I also hope that the

to follow their dreams.

pressure for every woman to have kids lifts,
too. I am so grateful for the women in my

What can people expect when they walk
through the dream house?

When you dream about a female future,

life who don’t have kids. I could go on and

KTB: Well, first of all there is a lot going on.

what do you envision?

on, but I think the primary qualities I want

There are seven different scenes or spaces

KTB: I want to see a world where femininity

W

to see more of are space and respect. A

from Barbie’s life. We have a dining room,

is not just something that fuels economies

female future is one where every woman

magazine covers. We encounter portraits everywhere: in places of wor-

the artist Christo. Featuring works by Käthe Kollwitz, Shirin Neshat,

living room, dressing room, library, and sun-

but that is honored on an individual basis.

is given the space and respect to plan her

ship, on billboards, in books, and in newspapers. Portraiture is an art form

Wilmer Wilson IV, and other artists—from Africa, the Americas, Asia, and

room, plus a really incredible piece located

I want to see reproductive freedom in the

own life, her own schedule, her own appear-

that has been around for centuries, and its popularity continues today.

Europe—this exhibition offers us a glimpse into the lives of other people.

outside the gallery that is totally mind blow-

sense that we as a culture honor the fact

ance, and her own contribution, and then

Drawing primarily from the BMA’s permanent collection, Ways of

ing. The space has been designed for visi-

that women, beyond a shadow of a doubt,

the culture can just sit back and watch the

Seeing: Portraits brings together various works from the Museum’s col-

ter? This exhibition prompts questions about what portraits are, why they

tors to interact with, sit on all the furniture,

know what is best for the creation of future

beauty and progress unfold.

lections that consider the many ways artists have represented people

were made, and the messages they offer about the people they show.

and imagine themselves as their version of

generations. I want that more than anything.

from the 1500s to the present day. From a rare Renaissance-era portrait

They speak about love, grief, history, memory, and identity.

Barbie.

Too, as a working mother, I was so lucky to

drawing to contemporary photography, this show examines how artists

e live in a world surrounded by portraits. Loved ones and friends

Highlights of the exhibition include a screenprint of former First

smile from frames in our homes; pictures of famous musicians

Lady Jackie Kennedy by Andy Warhol, a Civil Rights-era photograph

and celebrities crop up on our Instagram feeds or shine from glossy

of Malcolm X by Eve Arnold, and Annie Leibovitz’s unusual portrait of

have pictured themselves and others across time.

But are these truthful representations of someone’s likeness or charac-

Ways of Seeing: Portraits is the newest iteration of the BMA’s Ways of
Seeing series that explores themes, perspectives, and ideas from across
the Museum’s global art collections.

12
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Black Out

Silhouettes Then and Now

Through January 12 · 2020 · Jemison Galleries

B

efore the selfie, before the Polaroid, and even before the photograph, there was the silhouette, a profile portrait made from cut paper. Silhouettes were a hugely popular and acces-

sible form of portraiture in the nineteenth century, offering almost instant images of everyday
Americans—women, men, black, white, presidents, and laborers. Black Out: Silhouettes Then and
Now explores this previously understudied art form by investigating its deep historical roots and
considering its forceful presence today.
Black Out presents historic silhouettes from the collection of the Smithsonian’s National Portrait
Gallery and other institutions alongside works by contemporary artists who are reimagining silhouettes in bold and unforgettable ways. Many of the works in the exhibition were made by Auguste
Edouart, a French artist whose images capture notable figures including John Quincy Adams (sixth
president of the United States) and Lydia Maria Child, an anti-slavery and women’s rights activist.
Other rarely-seen highlights are a double-silhouette portrait of Sylvia Drake and Charity Bryant, a
same-sex couple from the early 1800s, and a life-size silhouette of Flora, a nineteen-year-old enslaved woman. These powerful images offer us glimpses into their lives.
Contemporary artists Kara Walker, Camille Utterback, and Kumi Yamashita use silhouettes to
create provocative works of art. Kara Walker engages the silhouette’s associations with elegance
and refinement to imagine violent episodes throughout history, Camille Utterback presents an
interactive digital work that reacts to visitors’ shadows and movements, and Kumi Yamashita
sculpts light and shadow with objects to create mixed-media profiles of people.
With both historical and contemporary explorations of the silhouette, Black Out reveals new
pathways between our past and present, particularly with regard to how we can reassess notions
of race, power, individualism, and our digital selves.

This exhibition has been organized by the Smithsonian’s National
Portrait Gallery, Washington, D.C., and generously sponsored by the
Thoma Foundation. The local presentation of the exhibition is made
possible by the Jack Warner Foundation. Additional support provided by the Alabama State Council on the Arts and the National
Endowment for the Arts, the Barbara Shelton Education Fund, the
City of Birmingham, and Friends of Black Out.

Unidentified Woman, c. 1803–1812, cut paper silhouette on paper, William Bache (1771–1845); National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian
Institution; partial gift of Sarah Bache Bloise

14
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Programs
+ Events
Black Out programs

Art and Conversation

Visitas guiadas en español

October 3 · 10:30 am · Free

Spanish Language Tour

Discussing the important silhouettes in this fall’s featured exhibition, Dr. Katelyn Crawford, The

October 12 · 11 am · Free

William Cary Hulsey Curator of American Art, offers context on these rarely-seen paper objects.

¡Siluetas! Un recorrido por Black Out, la última exposición inaugurada en el BMA, sobre esta

Coffee and light refreshments are available one half-hour prior in the Main Lobby.

increíble técnica de retrato en papel y su interesante historia.
Silhouettes! A tour around Black Out, the latest exhibition at the BMA, and this incredible form
of portraiture in paper.

Weekend Gallery Talks
October 19 · 2 pm · Free
	Join The William Cary Hulsey Curator of American Art, Dr. Kate Crawford, for a special look
at Black Out. This gallery talk will focus on Raphaelle Peale’s portable physiognotrace and

Silhouette artist Brandi Still cutting a custom silhouette.

Silhouettes and Storytelling

Camille Utterback’s interactive installation, Precarious, to think about silhouettes and the ways

Featured Lecture

in which they were and continue to be spurred by technological innovation.

Amy Pleasant

November 2 · 2pm · Free

November 22 · 6 pm · Free

	Discussing the life and silhouette of Laura Dewey Bridgman, this talk is led by Olivia Thompson,

Birmingham-based

contemporary

art-

Certified Orientation and Mobility Specialist, Teacher of Students who are Visually Impaired or

ist Amy Pleasant will be in conversation

Blind, and Early Intervention Vision Specialist with Jefferson County Schools and the Alabama

with The William Cary Hulsey Curator of

Institute for the Deaf and Blind’s Birmingham Regional Center. Thompson will also speak on

American Art Dr. Kate Crawford and Hugh

how teaching individuals who are visually impaired or blind has evolved and her work in K-12

Kaul Curator of Contemporary Art Hallie

classrooms today.

Ringle on her use of silhouettes in her work

December 7 · 2pm · Free

and the influence of historic silhouettes on

	Join us for a discussion on the silhouette portrait of Sylvia Drake and Charity Bryant. Led

contemporary art.

by historian, archivist, and educator Joshua Burford, the talk will bridge the story of Drake
and Bryant with Burford’s work at the Invisible Histories Project. The mission of the Invisible

October 5 · November 16 · December 14 · 1–3pm · Free

Histories Project is to preserve and make accessible the Queer history of the American South

Bring the whole family out for an afternoon inspired by Black Out. Local silhouette artist Brandi

through the development of archival collections and histories.

Still will create custom silhouettes of visitors to take home, followed by storytelling that incorporates silhouette illustrations.

ArtBreak
November 19 · 12 pm · Free

Sensory Empowerment Tour

Join The William Cary Hulsey Curator of American Art Dr. Kate Crawford and Hugh Kaul Curator

October 12 · November 9 · December 14 · January 11 · 10 am · Free

of Contemporary Art Hallie Ringle for a lunchtime break on Black Out.

In this program for adults, specially trained docents present the Museum’s collection by means
of verbal descriptions, three-dimensional tactile models based on original works of art, and original sculpture. This special tour will include a tactile based off a work of art in Black Out.
To learn more about our ongoing programs and what we have planned for each event, please visit our online calendar at artsbma.org/events.
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Ongoing programs

Art-Making Programs

Art After 5

Slow Art Sundays
Sundays · 2pm · Free

Sensory Empowerment
Program

First Fridays through April

Third Sundays · 2–4pm

Drop-in Drawing

5–9pm · Free

Slow food, slow living, slow ... art? Unlock

Second Saturdays · 10am · Free

Free, no registration necessary

Unwind from the week with art, music, mak-

the secrets of works in the Museum’s col-

In this program for adults with visual im-

Looking for a last-minute art fix? Here’s

ing, and mixing. Each month, we’ll feature

lection by cultivating the art of looking slow-

pairments and their companions, special-

an open invitation to explore your creative

a new blend of art and entertainment, fea-

ly. Our docents ask and answer questions

ly trained docents present the Museum’s

sensibilities in a relaxed setting with inspi-

turing art activities, guest musicians, local

to help guide your slow art experience and

collection by means of verbal descriptions,

ration from a pro. Make your own drawing in

mixologists, and art history hacks with the

foster conversation. Leave the Museum

three-dimensional tactile models based on

the galleries under the guidance of teach-

experts. We’ll see you at Art After 5!

feeling inspired—not tired!

original works of art, and sculpture. The ex-

ing artist Jamison Harper. You provide the

perience may be enhanced by related music

creativity. We’ll provide the art supplies.
Locations vary, see signs at entrances.

2019–2020 Schedule
October 4 // The Witching Hour

ArtBreaks

and/or art-making to provide multi-sensory

November 1 // The Big Lebowski

Third Tuesdays · Noon · Free

access to the visual arts. Advance reser-

December 6 // Movie Merrython 2

On the third Tuesday of each month,

vations are required; space is limited. SEP

January 3 // Game Night: Feminist Edition

Museum curators and guest speakers lead

tours are also available for school-age or

February 7 // Godlen Girls

visitors on a 30-minute exploration of art in

adult groups. To reserve your spot or learn

March 7 // Space Oddity

the galleries. Through a series of close-look-

more about group tours, call 205.254.2964.

April 3 // 90’s Night

ing techniques and questioning, this free experience helps build the visitor’s interpretive

The Sensory Empowerment Program is sup-

Art and Conversation

skills across the comprehensive-range of

ported in part by a grant from The EyeSight

First Thursdays · 10:30am

art periods and canons represented by the

Foundation of Alabama.

$12 for Museum Members

BMA’s collections. Stay for lunch at Oscar’s

$17 for Not-Yet-Members

and they will throw in a free dessert!

Other Programs

Studio School
Studio School offers a wide range of art
classes for adults and children, including
painting, drawing, pottery, and more. Using
the Museum’s collection and exhibitions as
inspiration, explore your own creativity while
discovering new techniques. Whether you’re
interested in a laid-back craft night or an indepth course, Studio School has something
for you.

This program is for people who want to

BMA members receive a 10% discount

learn more about art in an informative and

on all Studio School classes. To see more

interactive setting. The 2019 programs,
with the exception of May and July, are

Visitas guiadas en español

Spanish Tours

held on the first Thursday of each month,

El segundo sábado de cada mes, a las

Second Saturday of every month

January through October. Coffee and light

11am · Gratis

11am · Free

refreshments are available. Lectures are led

El BMA se enorgullece de presentar visitas

The BMA is proud to offer monthly Spanish

by curators or guest speakers, and attend-

guiadas de su colección en español. No se

language tours of its collection. No reser-

ees are encouraged to ask questions, share

requiere reserva previa para estos recor-

vation is necessary for these free walk-in

thoughts and ideas, and actively participate

ridos gratuitos. Destinados a visitantes de

tours. Open to visitors of all ages, each tour

in the learning process.

todas las edades, cada mes, el recorrido

focuses on a unique theme and aspect of

se centrará en un tema y aspecto único de

the Museum’s global collection. Join us to

la colección del Museo. ¡Únete a nosotros

explore artwork from around the world!

para explorar obras de arte de todo el
mundo!

information and to register, visit artsbma.
org/studio-school.

Festival Anual de la Herencia
Latinx

Latinx Heritage Festival

Noviembre 9 · 10am–2pm · Gratis

Celebrate Latin culture and traditions at the

¡Celebra la cultura y tradiciones latinas en

Birmingham Museum of Art during our 4th

November 9 · 10am–2pm · Free

el Museo de Arte de Birmingham durante

Latinx Cultural Heritage Festival! Join us on

nuestro 4° Festival de Patrimonio Cultural

a fun-filled day with guided tours in Spanish,

Latinx! Únete a nosotros en un día lleno

delicious Latin cuisine and performances

de diversión con visitas guiadas en es-

for the whole family. Enjoy artistic activities,

pañol, deliciosa cocina latina y actuaciones

face-painting and much more! This event is

para toda la familia. Disfruta de actividades

free.

artísticas, pinta-caras y mucho más! Este
evento es gratis.

This program is brought to you by the Dora and Sanjay Singh Endowment for Global Arts, Culture,
and Education.
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To learn more about our ongoing programs and what we have planned for each event, please visit our online calendar at artsbma.org/events.
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Do You See
What I See?

Special Lectures

Portraiture and (Me)mory

2019 Chenoweth Lecture

featuring

Kim Sajet
Director of the Smithsonian’s
National Portrait Gallery

October 15 · 6pm ·
Free
The Chenoweth lectures are endowed by

It has been suggested that in today’s surveillance culture, anonymity is impossible. Moreover, pri-

2019

Dr. Arthur I. Chenoweth as a memorial to

vacy is a fallacy and conformity a lie. Just as every person’s face—like DNA or a thumbprint— is

Friend Lecture featuring

his brother and parents. The purpose of

unique to themselves, portraiture makes everyone traceable. The truth of course is far more com-

Birmingham artist Celestia

the lectures is to encourage international

plex, as portraiture has historically served political agendas and projected societal aspirations

Join

The Edward M. Friend and Hermione Friend Lecture
is a biennial lecture focusing on contemporary artists, critics, and historians.

November 7 · 6pm · Free

us

for

the

Morgan and a panel of local

understanding through the presentation of

that are often about “fitting in.” Rather than serving as a true record of individuality, portraiture

community activists in con-

a variety of subjects by specialists in their

has always been about interpretation and manipulation.

versation about the historic,

fields.

As Kim Sajet, director of the Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery, will discuss, there is no

systematic practice of racial

such thing as a historical portrait, and portraiture as a form of material culture cannot be counted

housing discrimination fea-

on to show the “truth” of anyone’s appearance. An extension of the silhouette that captured peo-

tured in Celestia Morgan:

ple’s “profile,” today’s selfie-culture, and the endless forms of narcissism it promotes, asks us to

REDLINE, an exhibition of

meet each other at arms-length and with an open I/eye.

Morgan’s work at the Birmingham Museum of Art.

As the first woman to serve as director of the Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery, Kim

Celestia Morgan was born in Birmingham, Alabama, in 1981 and con-

Sajet (pronounced Say-et) has been exploring new ways to place personal experience and cre-

tinues to live and work locally. She earned her BFA in photography from

ativity at the center of learning and civic awareness. Not just a place to see famous Americans,

the University of Alabama at Birmingham in 2012 and her MFA from the

the museum explores identity as a social construct that has been shaped in equal measure by

University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa in 2017. Morgan’s work is in the

opportunity and ability, prejudice and fear. By taking a cross-disciplinary approach that merges

permanent collection of numerous museums including Crystal Bridges

the traditional forms of painting, sculpture, drawing and printmaking with poetry, installation art,

Museum of American Art and the Birmingham Museum of Art.

video and performance, Sajet aims to bring history alive.

Top to Bottom: Celestia Morgan, photograph by Cary Norton; T. Marie King; Richard Rice; Odessa
Woolfolk, photograph by Frank Couch
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News +
Giving

1

Museum Store Sunday
December 1 · 11am–5pm

The Museum Shop carries hundreds of items by local and international artists.
It's the one-stop shop for everyone on your list! Here are a few of our favorite
gift ideas this season:
1. Divine Chocolate Bars $4.50

2

2. Limited Edition BMA Holiday Ornament $30
3. Alabama Creates: 200 Years of Art and Artists Book $39.95
4. The Shapes That Tried to Escape Book $14.99

3

5. Holiday Greeting Cards $10–$15 / box

2019 Art on the Rocks Recap

6. Ooly ChromaBlends Art Supplies $14–$26

4

7. Oyobox Jewelry Box (asst colors) $99.00

Volunteer Spotlight
Ruth Ann Abbs and Katie Stoddard

6. Laloop Necklaces for Eyewear $30–$500
The BMA’s 15th season of Art On The Rocks presented

If you stop by the Museum Shop on a Tuesday morning, you are likely to be

Shop with us on Museum Store Sunday and enjoy refreshments, pop-ups by

by Dale’s Seasoning welcomed over 5,000 guests to the

greeted by the smiling faces of the dynamic volunteer duo Katie Stoddard and

local artists and vendors, a BMA Library book sale, and more.

Museum for three exciting Friday nights this summer. The

Ruth Ann Abbs. One of the greatest perks of volunteering at the Museum has

Members will receive a special

25% Discount
on all items, including clearance.
All proceeds go to support the Birmingham Museum of Art.

5

6

themes for each month were inspired by the exhibitions Ways

always been making friends and these two are a prime example. Ruth Ann and

of Seeing: Fashion and Barbie: Dreaming of a Female Future,

Katie met when they volunteered in the gift shop for the Pompeii exhibition

with Hollywood Glam in June, Fluid Fashion in July, and Barbie

back in October 2012 and have been inseparable ever since. They enjoyed

in August. Highlights included dynamic artist demonstrations,

volunteering together so much that they decided that after the exhibition end-

dance and opera performances, and an interactive mural cre-

ed they would make it an almost weekly commitment and took up volunteering

ated by Birmingham artist Paul Cordes Wilm in which guests

in the Museum Shop three Tuesdays a month.

picked up paintbrushes and helped complete the piece. The

Ruth Ann and Katie even began volunteering for the same reason - to have

musical guest lineup was one for the books, featuring the

a way to give back to the community after retiring. Ruth Ann retired from the

sounds of Con Brio, Durand Jones and the Indications, and

CIA and Katie retired from her job as a photo stylist for Oxmoor House. They

Black Joe Lewis and the Honeybears.

both have artistic backgrounds and enjoy immersing themselves in the arts

We would like to thank all of our volunteers, sponsors, and

environment. Katie not only has experience as a photo stylist, but also paints

guests, especially those who became Museum members this

and sews while Ruth Ann is an award-winning quilter who also collects Native

summer! Art On The Rocks is made possible by the gener-

American art. Katie’s favorite artworks in the Museum are the bronze sculp-

ous support of our 2019 sponsors: Dale’s Seasoning, Tito’s

tures in the American galleries, especially Frederic Remington’s The Wounded

Handmade Vodka, Bromberg’s, Paper Doll, Birmingham

Bunkie, as well as Dale Chihuly’s Persian Wall glass installation in the Main

Budweiser, Larceny Bourbon, and Code-R Productions.

Lobby. Ruth Ann loves spending time in the Native American and American
galleries.

8

7

In addition to their love of art, Katie and Ruth Ann share a love of travel and
visiting museums wherever they go. They are proud when visitors from all over
the world share how impressed they are with the BMA’s collection and that it
is free. This reinforces one of the primary reasons they volunteer—to support
an asset to our community that enriches the City of Birmingham. Thank you,
Ruth Ann and Katie, for your support and service. Your friendship and dedication is an inspiration to us all.
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Year-End Giving

Jack Warner Foundation Gift

Prior to 2013, the Jack Warner Foundation operated the Westervelt
Warner Museum of American Art in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, which showcased Jack’s legendary collection of masterpieces, including paintings,
decorative art, sculpture, and furniture, spanning the late 18th to early

With year-end gifts from members like you, the

The Birmingham Museum of Art is honored to have the Jack Warner

BMA provides the community with FREE access to

Foundation as the local presenting sponsor of Black Out: Silhouettes

educational programs, exciting exhibitions, free lec-

Then and Now.

tures, guided tours, and a diverse collection of paintings, sculptures, prints, and decorative arts.

The Jack Warner Foundation is a private nonprofit organization
founded in 2003 by renowned American art collector Jonathan (“Jack”)

Your additional gift to the Annual Fund sustains

Westervelt Warner. A veteran, Jack’s patriotic spirit was rooted not only

AND increases our offerings to visitors and citizens

in his military service, but also in his family’s history as an American

of Birmingham, which is essential for the growth

Dream success story. Jack’s grandfather Herbert Westervelt entered

of the BMA! Gifts to the Annual Fund are 100%

the paper manufacturing business in 1891 and obtained a patent for

tax-deductible and support a range of needs from

the first flat bottom paper bag machine in 1900. After serving in World

maintaining the utilities to providing free family festi-

War II, Jack succeeded his mother and became the third generation to

vals throughout the year.
Join us as we continue to inspire people of all
ages and celebrate the experience of art! Every gift
makes a difference.

lead Gulf States Paper Corp., one of the largest privately-owned paper
manufacturers in the United States.
Jack began collecting in the 1950’s with Audubon prints before
purchasing his first paintings in 1970—several Charles Bird King portraits of Native Americans. He decided to focus on American art and

To Donate:

continued acquiring an extraordinary number of masterpieces until his

Please visit artsbma.org/annualfund to give online,

death at age 99. Among his many honors and achievements, Jack was

or call 205.254.2389 for more information.

awarded the Frederic Church Award in 2010 and was also recognized in
2011 by the naming of the Jack and Susan Warner Gallery of Hudson
River School paintings in the New American Wing of the Metropolitan
Museum of American Art in New York.

24

20th centuries. Since the museum’s closing in 2012 and Jack’s death
in 2017, his wife, Susan Warner, has led the Foundation’s Board of
Directors in preserving Jack’s passion for inspiring an appreciation of
American history in others through American art. Board members also
include Vaughn Morrissette (Mobile, Alabama), Rob Burns (Birmingham,
Alabama), Joyce Allen (Tuscaloosa, Alabama), and Maura O’Shea (New
Britain, Connecticut).
The Birmingham Museum of Art is one of the first organizations to receive a Jack Warner Award for Scholarship in American Art. Black Out:
Silhouettes Then and Now is particularly relevant to the Foundation’s
mission because it teaches the history of America during the period
of the Revolution through the Civil War through the eyes of the people
and artists who lived during that time. By tracing the development of
the silhouette as one of the earliest art forms in America, we can learn
about the development and complexity of ideas regarding colonial independence, national identity, democracy, equality, social relationships,
and slavery. Other 2019 recipients of Jack Warner Awards include
the Thomas Cole National Historic Site in Catskill, New York, the New
Britain Museum of American Art in New Britain, Connecticut, and The
American Village in Montevallo, Alabama.
Jack Warner beside one of the George Washington portraits on loan to the Birmingham Museum of Art in
2006. Photography by Rick Zerby.
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In Memoriam

European Art Society Annual Spring Trip
Los Angeles
By EAS member Jerry Levin

When the European Art Society’s affable encyclopedic curator, Robert
Schindler, announced that the society would be making a trip to Los
Angeles area museums, our first thought (having lived there in the 90s)
was “been there done that, so why go?” We are glad we changed our

LaVona Price Rushton

Roy C. Green

minds.
The exclusive insights his local curatorial colleagues passed on to
us about their areas of expertise were both fascinating and memorably instructive. For instance, at the sprawling multi-building Getty Center

LaVona Price Rushton, a steadfast supporter of the Birmingham Museum of

Longtime Museum supporter Roy C. Green passed away on

campus, paintings conservator Laura Rivers led fellow travelers Rick and

Art, passed away on August 15, 2019. LaVona’s name is known to many mu-

August 13, 2019. Roy was a regular attendee and participant

Patricia Sprague, June Mays, Martha Pezrow, wife Sis, and me through

seum-goers for the popular namesake concert that was established by her

in BMA events, particularly ArtBreaks and Art & Conversation.

back corridors to the museum’s conservation lab. There we were able to

husband Billy to honor her lifelong passion for music and love of the piano.

He was also a dedicated member of the European Art Society

witness the meticulous antiseptic care being taken to clean and restore

The Annual LaVona Rushton Concert is now entering its 22nd year. LaVona

and very engaged with the European Art Department and the

a Manet.

twice chaired the Museum Ball, most recently in 2002, with her daughters-in-

Museum’s collection of European Art.

The museum is so sterile-intent, we learned, that the cotton swabs

Roy Curtis Green, Jr. was the son of Miriam Walker and Dr.

used to cleanse its canvases must be special purchased to be sure that

Roy Curtis Green. He attended Birmingham University School,

they are uncontaminated by potentially damaging microscopic organ-

In addition to her interests in music and art, LaVona loved fashion. For many

graduated from The Altamont School and from Yale University,

isms. I also learned, as I aimed my iphone at one of the cleaning works in

swashbuckling international art dealer Joseph Duveen and his some-

years, her ensembles were recounted in the pages of the Birmingham News.

and did postgraduate studies in classical archaeology at the

progress, that taking pictures in the conservation lab is a “no, no.” That’s

time hush hush partner, the authoritative American ex-pat and Italy-

One article reported that she drew “admiring glances” for the “full length

University of Pennsylvania before returning to Birmingham.

because the copyrights of some of the newer paintings being worked

based connoisseur Bernard Berenson.

sheath dress of lilac silk taffeta” she wore to the sponsors’ party for the 1957

Roy became a significant art collector himself with varied

on have not expired.

Festival of Arts. Another account from 1960 referred to the “stunning LaVona

interests ranging from ancient Greek art to old master and

Rushton in a wide brimmed cloche of beige felt sprayed with feather tips, a

law Gail and Lia. The funds raised by that ball enabled the purchase of an important group of Chinese jade objects from the Tang dynasty (618–906 CE).

We also visited the Los Angeles Museum of Art campus. An excitedly

Next it was a homecoming of sorts for Dr. Schindler in the Getty’s

anticipatory curator described in detail its ambitious $650 million plan to

twentieth century prints. He bought his first European prints at

Manuscript Department. He did a graduate internship at the Getty in

tear down four of the Museum’s uninspiring boxy structures and replace

simply stated beige silk frock and matching mink.” In 1962, a reporter declared

a print fair at the Museum organized by former BMA Curator

2005–2006; and we were able to see close up the subject of his thesis,

them with a lengthy low slung serpentine structure that will actually

LaVona a “fashion-standout,” describing her “deep pink cocktail dress” and

of European Art Jeannine O’Grody, PhD, and continued col-

a study of an exquisitely illuminated two-story manuscript by a future

vault audaciously over Wilshire Boulevard. The unusual designing-out-

“solid rhinestone evening shoes,” which “matched the bodice of the peau de

lecting steadily thereafter. Over the years he donated many

15 Century Pope (Pius II) born Enea Silvio Bartolemeo Piccolomini.

side-the-box scheme is, of course, controversial.

soie gown.” For the Alabama Symphony Ball—when the theme was “Steel”—

important European and American prints to the BMA’s collec-

Later we visited the century-old Huntington Library, Art Collections,

For the record, we plan to be part of a larger European Art Society

she persuaded the Spanish-born French designer Paco Rabanne to ship his

tion, which greatly improved the Museum’s holdings. Notable

and Botanical Gardens in San Marino and then Pasadena’s considerably

group that flies to Italy in October for a week of specially arranged and

new metal dress (made of aluminum squares) to Birmingham, which she wore

are a rare impression of an early state of Odilon Redon’s La

newer Norton Simon Museum. Currently on exhibit at the Norton is a

guided museum tours in Siena, Bologna, and Florence. Of course, we’ve

at the ball before sending it on to Miami for a fashion show the next day.

Peur (Fear) from 1865–1866 and Pablo Picasso’s Bacchus

fabulous exhibition of massive French tapestries that were explained in

been there, too, but now you know why we would not want to miss that
upcoming trip either.

th

LaVona will be remembered not only for her elegant fashion sense, musical

et femme nue étendue (Bacchus and a naked, laying woman)

adoring detail by a curatorial specialist. They illustrate the tragic mythical

talent, and creativity, but also for her warmth, kindness, and servant leadership

from 1934. His passion for art and archaeology was palpa-

chronology of the wooing and then desertion of Queen Dido of Carthage

in the Birmingham community.

ble for anyone who met him. He always generously shared

by Rome’s caddish founder Aeneas.

Left: LaVona Price Rushton with her husband William James Rushton III at the 2008 Museum Ball
Right: Roy C. Green at the 2016 Asian Art Society Moon Viewing Party
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his impressive knowledge and his insightful comments will

A fascinating historic sidelight to the forming of the original purchas-

be missed by many at the Museum and beyond. His gener-

es that formed the basis of the Getty, Huntington, and Simon collec-

osity to the BMA will be remembered for generations to come

tions is the influential role played on each of the founders by two of the

through the works he gave to enrich the Museum’s collection.

20th century’s uniquely bigger than life-sized cultural tastemakers, the
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Corporate Partner Spotlight

Corporate Partners

Kinetic Communications

Founder’s Circle

Chairman’s Circle
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
Butler Snow LLP
Encompass Health Corporation
Jemison Investment Co., Inc.
New Capital Partners, Inc.
Red Diamond, Inc.
Regions Bank
Stewart Perry Construction

As a 22-year resident of Morris Avenue,

create art. It connects us to communities—

Kinetic has not only seen the revitalization

and especially with people who aren’t like

of downtown Birmingham, but has also

you, hopefully leading to positive change.

made significant contributions to the cul-

You should see some of the interactions

tural vibrancy of the area. Can you tell us

at the Before I Die Wall here on Morris. I’ve

about some of the projects you’ve worked

seen people laughing and crying together.

on around the Kinetic office?

Art also inspires children’s minds. During

Jay Brandrup: Art stimulates creative think-

the Rainbow Wall community collaboration,

ing, and we are fortunate here at Kinetic to

we had multiple generations all working to-

be surrounded by art, both within our walls

Altec Industries, Inc.

gether on the mural alongside people of all

and on Morris Avenue outside our walls. If

Davis Architects

colors and disabilities. A fun weekend for all.

Kinetic Communications

Sustainer’s Circle

you haven’t visited Morris Avenue recently,

Ram Tool and Supply Company

there are three recent public mural projects
on our block—the Before I Die Wall, the

Director’s Circle

Kinetic works with the Museum on a variFounder and principal of Kinetic, Jay Brandrup

Thompson Tractor

ety of projects—from our main site redesign

Rainbow Wall, and a three-story robot and

and the smartguide to customized digital

monkey mural by John Lytle Wilson. The art

interactive tools for our galleries or rotating

Curator’s Circle

that surrounds us trickles into our daily work

system. It was stunning to see how technol-

exhibitions. What do you enjoy most about

Arlington Properties, Inc.

here at Kinetic – for both our right-brain

ogy was used to capture his work in a way

your partnership with the Museum?

Dobbins Group

and our left-brain team members. We’re so

that static art cannot. It’s hard to describe,

JB: We’re really excited about our partner-

Dunn Investment Company

lucky to have a front row seat to see people

but the juxtaposition of old and new was

ship. Frankly, we’ve always hoped to work

First Commercial Bank

enjoying these works of creativity and it just

one of the neatest things my eyes have ever

more with the Museum and, although we’ve

Marx Brothers, Inc.

gives us more energy for our own creative

seen—I’ve been telling everybody about it.

done a few projects here and there over the

Motion Industries, Inc.

years, we’ve never been able to really dig in

Precision Graphics

work and clients.
Kinetic has been a steadfast supporter

until recently. It’s truly been our honor and

As a tech company, art and design play a

of the Birmingham community across the

pleasure to work on the new website, the

huge role in your business. What are some

board, but it seems you have a special place

Instagram-fed kiosks, the digital annual re-

of the ways you’ve seen technology influ-

in your heart for supporting the arts. Why do

Each year, our Corporate Partners provide critical support for the Museum’s programs, exhibi-

port, updated volunteer and docent resourc-

Brookmont Realty Group LLC

ence art?

you think it’s worthwhile to support the arts

tions, and most importantly, keeping the Museum free of charge for our visitors. Ranging from

es, gallery interactives for Barbie and Ways

Christie’s

JB: It’s fascinating to witness the evolution

in this day and age?

our hands-on interactive space, Bart’s ArtVenture, to family festivals, school tours, studio classes,

of Seeing: Portraits, and some new projects

Four Corners Custom Framing Gallery

of art generated by AI (artificial intelligence).

JB: Art is a fundamental part of the human

and more, Corporate Partners are vital to ensuring that our Family and Youth Programs allow

to be unveiled soon. The Museum team is

Hughes and Scalise, P.C.

Just last year, Christie’s became the first

experience. I’m reading Sapiens right now—

nearly 35,000 children each year to create, read, dance, and explore while celebrating cultures

just fantastic to work with as well.

Kassouf & Co., P.C.

auction house to offer a work of art creat-

to date, no other creatures have evolved to

and traditions from around the world. Thank you to our Corporate Partners for helping to con-

Levy’s Fine Jewelry, Inc.

nect all of Birmingham to the experience, meaning, and joy of art.

National Cement Company of Alabama, Inc.

Benefactor’s Circle

ed by an algorithm with Portrait of Edmond

What’s next for Kinetic?

Belamy which sold for over $400,000.

Jay
Brandrup

JB: As an innovative team in the ev-

For more information about the BMA’s Corporate Partner membership program or to involve your

er-changing website design, development,

Pizitz Management Group

company, please contact Meghan-Ann Hellenga at 205.297.8071 or mhellenga@artsbma.org

Precision Grinding, Inc.

ly immersed in the paintings of Vincent van

team of colleagues and clients who under-

Gogh (1853-1890). Housed in a converted

Q+A

stand the importance of collaboration in our

Technology can also drastically enhance
a viewers experience of more traditional art.
This summer, I was blown away by a digital
exhibition in the Atelier des Lumières (atelier-lumieres.com), in which visitors are total-

former iron foundry in the 11th arrondissement of Paris, the show uses 140 laser video projectors paired with an amazing sound

28

and marketing industry, Kinetic will continue
to push ahead of the technology curve so

O’Neal Industries

Williams-Blackstock Architects

that everyone can succeed in a changing
economy. We’re booked solid with a dream

projects. Every day is different, and we’re so
lucky to be able to say that.
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Visitors’ View

Tribute + Memorial Gifts
Gift date range for this edition of Medium is April 1, 2019–June 30, 2019
In Honor of:

In Memory of

Ms. Gail C. Andrews: Mr. and Mrs. William Brooke, Mr. and

Ruby S. and John P. Ansley: Ms. Sallie S. Aman
Mr. William H. Cather, Sr.: Mr. Patrick Cather

Mrs. Jay Grinney, Mr. and Mrs. William C. Hulsey

Mrs. Billie Fae Gunter Cheney: Mr. and Mrs. Michael Balliet

Mr. Terry Beckham: Dr. Ricardo and Cynthia Beckham Azziz,
Mr. Seth Beckham, Ms. Joyce Benington, Dr. Graham

Dr. Mary Ann Culotta: Ann M. Smith and Patricia S. Fitzgerald

C. Boettcher, Mrs. June B. Bulow, Mr. and Mrs. John

Mrs. Maggie Growder: Mr. Patrick Cather

J. Burke, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Larry Caine, Mr. Mickey

Mrs. Pauline Ireland: The Bunting Family, Mr. and Mrs. William J. Cabaniss, Jr., Jr.,

W. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Norman B. Davis, Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Clayton, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. James S. M. French, Mrs.

Kenneth R. Delgreco, Jr., Ms. Joan Drummond, Mrs.

Beverley Harrell, Mr. and Mrs. Preston H. Haskell III, Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt R.

Ann R. Elliot, Mrs. Gayle England, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley

Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald D. McCoy, Mr. and Mrs. George D. H. McMillan,

Erdreich, Jr., Dr. Anne Forschler-Tarrasch and Mr.

Jr.
Ms. Gabriella Hulsey Lynn: Mr. and Mrs. Michael Balliet, Mr. Patrick Cather, The

Jürgen Tarrasch, Mr. and Mrs. Jay Grinney, Mrs. Victoria

O. Z. Hall Family, Mrs. James A. Livingston, Ms. Terry K. Simmons, Mr. Hatton

H. Hicks, Mr. and Mrs. John L. Hillhouse, Mr. and Mrs.

C. V. Smith

William C. Hulsey, Mr. and Mrs. James M. Johnson,

Mr. John Higgins Martin, Jr.: Mr. and Mrs. James F. Beall, Mr. and Mrs. Davis

Dr. and Mrs. James Kamplain, Susan and Johnny

Bennett, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Boulware, Ms. Ann Shook Bradford,

Lee, Mr. Thomas Lester, Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Little, Mrs.
James A. Livingston, Mr. Henry S. Lynn, Jr., Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Bromberg, Jr., Mrs. Jordan E. Brooks III, Dr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Edgar B. Marx, Jr., Ms. Laura S. Maxwell, Mr. Rob

Charles E. Bugg, Mr. and Mrs. Borden H. Burr II, Mrs. Karen Chapman, Mrs.

McClendon, Robin and Jim Meador-Woodruff, Mr. and

Dorothy R. Christian, Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Clayton, Jr., Mr. Mayer A. Cohen,

@b_mays

Mrs. Frank Mercurio, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Metz, Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Collins, Mr. and Mrs. N. Lee Cooper, Mr. and Mrs.

From thoughtful reflections to silly selfies

Mrs. Sam W. Murphy, Ms. Martha J. Pezrow, Mr. and

Charles W. Daniel, Mrs. Trudy R. Evans, Mr. and Mrs. James S. M. French, Mr.

Mrs. Joel B. Piassick, Ms. Marianne Schoel, Dr. and

and Mrs. T. Michael Goodrich, Mr. and Mrs. M. Miller Gorrie, Mr. and Mrs. Willis

and everything in between, we love to see

Mrs. Robert A. Scott, Mr. James D. Sokol and Ms. Lydia

C. Hagan III, Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt R. Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. Rest B. Heppenstall,

Cheney, Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Sprague, Suzanne and

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Hulsey, Mr. and Mrs. William W. Jessup, Mr. Joe Jolly

Scott Stephens, Mrs. Breeanna Straessle, Connie and

Jr., Mr. and Mrs. William C. Knight, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. John L. Lauriello, Mr. and

Marshall Urist, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Whitehead, Mr. and

Mrs. Henry S. Long, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Phillip McWane, Mr. and Mrs. David

the Museum through your eyes. Share your
BMA experience with us on Instagram for
Morgan Johnston, Club Duquette

Millhouse, Stella and Tommy Moore, Mr. Samuel H. Nelson, Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Marion T. Wynn

John T. Oliver III, Mr. and Mrs. Uhland Redd III and Mr. and Mrs. David Proctor

Dr. Graham C. Boettcher: Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Goings,

a chance to be featured in our next Visitors’
View!

Kendra Quandt-Coffee and Mitch Coffee

III, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rennneker lll, Mrs. T. J. Skinner III, Mr. and Mrs. Fred H.

These selfies were taken in the 15 Minutes

Mrs. Lisa DeVivo: The BMA Friday Docent Group

Turner, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Temple Tutwiler lll, Mr. and Mrs. George F. Wheelock

of Fame studio in our smartlab. The stu-

Mrs. Carolyn B. Featheringill: Mr. and Mrs. Jason C. Puckett,

lll, Mr. and Mrs. Meade Whitaker, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Yardley

dio is inspired by portraits created by Andy

Ms. Roslyn L. Mazer: Ms. Mary Pat Dunleavy, Mr. Hank Narrow

Mr. and Mrs. Lathrop W. Smith Jr.
Mrs. James A. Livingston: Dr. Graham C. Boettcher

Mr. Sidney McDyles: Mr. Patrick Cather

Mr. Henry S. Lynn, Jr.: Ms. Gail C. Andrews and Dr. Richard

Mr. Wim Oostinga: Mr. Patrick Cather

B. Marchase, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Balliet, Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. Wallace “Beanie” Potts: Mr. Patrick Cather

Stanley Erdreich, Jr., Mrs. James A. Livingston, Dr. and

Ms. Mavis Iona Pusey: Ms. Jane Johnston

Mrs. David A. Skier

Mrs. Lynn Woehle: Mr. Patrick Cather, Dr. and Mrs. Thomas A. S. Wilson,

Dr. David A. Skier: Henry Skier & Family

Lynn and Fritz Woehle: Four Corners Custom Framing

Mr. Crawford L. Taylor, Jr.: Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and

Rev. David Cady Wright, Jr.: Mr. Patrick Cather

@robyn_the_warrior

Warhol, currently on view in Ways of Seeing:
Portraits.

Smith, Inc.
ADVERTISEMENT
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December 4 · 9am–1pm
Birmingham Botanical Gardens
Specialty Wreaths
More mailboxes than ever before
Greenery and floral gift items and more!
Proceeds benefit The Memorial Garden at the Birmingham
Museum of Art, Birmingham Botanical Gardens, and other
community projects.

@itsjustmrm

@emulzz

@zamarmalikgriffin

To pre-order, go to: www.redmountaingardenclub.org/greenerysale
30
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Is your name or address incorrect?
Please let us know by calling 205.297.8088 or emailing keverett@artsbma.org. Thank you!

Shop the World
at the Museum Shop
Metal Earth · $12–$18
From flat sheets to your own masterpiece! With creations from history and beyond,
Metal Earth is a unique 3D model kit that will challenge and delight enthusiasts of all ages.

